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Resident Evil turns 20 this week, and what an illustrious career the franchise has – alright, let’s face it: the franchise is old, and it has had its fair
share of missteps. With every long running series, everybody expects the best, but there is a certain amount of schadenfreude in seeing just how
far something can fall. I did a Top 5 of Resident Evil‘s best work (http://www.gamersftw.co.uk/its-resident-evils-20th-anniversary-here-are-its-5-
best-moments/) and most of it is pretty good, but seeing as its the Easter holiday and everyone is kicking back and getting some well needed
time off, I would like to use Resident Evil‘s worst blunders to remind you where laziness can get you. So, without further ado:

5: The Entirety of Resident Evil 6 – Resident Evil 6
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Look, I may have well get this one out of the way. Resident Evil 6 is not a good Resident Evil game. It may be a good game on its own merits,
depending on your definition of what a good game is, or whose story you tended to play first. Did you go with the slower paced Leon campaign
in order to stay truer to Resident Evil’s roots as a franchise, do you lean into Chris’s action-orientated gameplay reminiscent of its fifth
instalment, or do you choose Jake’s campaign if you are wrong and want a terrible time all the way home? Of course, this is precisely the
problem: too many cooks in the kitchen, with too many loud voices dictation where the franchise should go. There were sixteen credited game
designers on this project. Jesus H. Christ, you wouldn’t have sixteen referees in a game of football, so why the hell would you have sixteen
supervisors overseeing a single project and adding their own spin on things? The result is a game that has no idea what it wants to do, and an
audience that doesn’t know how to feel about it.

So if Resident Evil 6 was so bad, why is it not higher on this list? In all fairness, the criticism that Resident Evil 6 received was not entirely its fault. It
doesn’t get to shift the blame, but it is not the sole cause of where Resident Evil is today – a fact that will get mentioned later on in the list, spoiler
alert ahoy. It also managed some moments that would not seem out of place in a better Resident Evil title: the Agent Hunt mode immediately
springs to mind, which immediately adds more tension to any situation in the game, and the character dynamics between Chris’s action and
Leon’s atmospheric horror was a nice touch to the grand scheme of the game. With that being said, it just doesn’t stand confidently enough in
what it wants to do, tries to please everyone and leaves everyone wanting as a result.

4: Film D – Resident Evil 2
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You thought that this list would only mention the newer games in the franchise, but no, not even the older games get away with some of the
crazy antics they pulled. One of them was on the previous list: inserting a lump of white tofu as the protagonist to one of the optional missions.
But that entrant was well deserved. You had to endure the game’s scenarios six times while maintaining a flawless ‘A’ ranking to unlock this slab
of bean curd. Resident Evil is not so petty as to allow its players to be rewarded with anything less than sheer skill and determination. And, of
course, nothing highlights this excellence more than trying to obtain Film D. If you couldn’t hear the rampant sarcasm in the last sentence, it was
because it was overshadowed by the bellowing road train horn strapped to it.

For those that don’t know the struggle of Film D, you had to search Wesker’s desk in the old S.T.A.R.S. office. Once was not enough. Ten times
was not enough. You had to search the same drawer fifty times before Film D was revealed to you. Back before the Internet could simply reveal
these little secrets to you, something like this was unfathomable, and it was rumoured that it took years to find this Film. Of course, something
this difficult to find would gain some sort of easter egg. After all, the other films showed off the T-Virus in various states of production. Surely this
would offer something similar? No. All you got was a photo of Rebecca Chambers in some skimpy basketball shorts. The young male teenager in
me is willing to let this slide. I, and many others like myself, can not.

3: The Voice Acting – Resident Evil (1996)
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Resident Evil has perfected a lot of things in its tenure in the video game landscape: some of them good like the use of the over-the-shoulder
perspective, some of them not so, such as letting the light gun genre go on for lightly longer than it should have with its Gun Survivor spin-off
series. While it can say that the video game produced some interesting characters to interact with, such as Wesker, Claire Redfield and Leon
Kennedy, some of the voice acting has not been completely on point. Sure, when Leon and Saddler verbally spar in Resident Evil 4, it comes off in
a vaguely campy, B-movie tone, but it fits the style of the game. When it goes wrong, it goes wrong in a big way, and there is no denying that, at
the very beginning of the entire franchise, the voice acting was god awful.

The main culprit was Barry, with the totally absolutely serious lines of “Here’s a lockpick. It might be handy if you, the Master of Unlocking, take it
with you”, “It’s a weapon. It’s really powerful, especially against living things!” and the ever face-palm worthy “You were almost a Jill sandwich!”.
But let’s face it: every voice actor in that game hammed their lines to the nth degree – even Wesker, who got amazing voice actors in later games,
wasn’t afraid to don his eighth grade drama student hat. It isn’t to say that the script was bad, but the voice acting was so dismal that it was
almost impossible to take the narrative seriously. They fixed a lot of these issues with the 2002 re-release of the game, and that game is widely
considered to be the new first entry of the franchise. It doesn’t change the past, though, and the original Resident Evil, while seminal in the
franchise’s future success, would be marred by something as easily overlooked as its voice acting.

2: There Was A Game Boy Color Game? – Resident Evil: Gaiden
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“But Mom,” Resident Evil cried, clinging to its little nondescript brick of a handheld console. “Everyone else is doing it, why can’t I?” The gaming
industry simply looked over its newspaper with a sigh of disbelief, because it knew that is was damn near impossible for any handheld device to
match the scope and scale of their home console versions. Yet, for every solid performing game, there had to be an adaptation done for the
Game Boy Color. Grand Theft Auto, Alone In The Dark, Commander Keen, Mortal Kombat – these are all games that donned the handheld mask and
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produced games that were not only so completely different from their console counterparts as to be considered completely redundant to the
franchise, but were also terrible games even without the franchise to support them. But Resident Evil wouldn’t stoop so low, right? Well, everyone
was doing it, and money was being made somehow, so out came Resident Evil: Gaiden.

It was inevitable that a game completely dependent on cinematic angles of gameplay and three dimensional space was not going to work in the
top-down, hardware limited environment of the Game Boy Colour. Something had to give, and Resident Evil: Gaiden’s attempt was a shift to a
first-person perspective whenever you were attacked by a zombie. This little mini-game consisted of a sliding bar reaction QTE, and a jarring shift
from fleeing to action and then back to fleeing again. It was the ham-fisted attempt to squeeze this game into a handheld that sealed its demise.
While it is completely possible to scare a player to death using text, music and some well-written narrative, Resident Evil: Gaiden didn’t even try,
marking it as one of the laziest moves that the franchise had made.

1: The Entire Franchise Jumps The Shark – Resident Evil 5
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I mentioned in the last list that Resident Evil 4 was my favourite game of the series. It seemed almost inevitable that I was going to play the next
one in the series immediately afterwards, and it was almost comically predictable that Resident Evil 5 was not going to live up to the almighty
success of its predecessor. Was it the fact that the entire first sequence was basically a rip-off of Resident Evil 4’s Village scene? Was it your
partner’s terrible AI? These things could potentially be forgiven. But no: instead of wrapping the plot up in such a way as to serve further sequels,
they decided to bet it all on black and turn Wesker – the magnificent bastard, the backstabbing traitor and the main antagonist of the entire
goddamn franchise to boot – into a T-Virus driven eldrich abomination. What you just heard was my entire body cringing into a husk at the story
swerve Resident Evil 5 made. It took a whole lot of QTEs and a goddamn volcano, but eventually, the monster that used to be Wesker descended
into the fire, officially and canonically dead.

Now, this whole affair would be understandable if Resident Evil 5 was the last entry chronologically in the franchise. This would not be the case,
as Resident Evil 6 foundered in a strange limbo between action and survival horror, never quite meeting either of them. So if Resident Evil’s
escalation into action over horror led to a bombastic conclusion only to be followed by another bloody sequel, it begs the question: what was the
point? You throw away the antagonist of the entire franchise on a moment that would feel more at home in a Gears Of War game? Yes, it was the
moment where the franchise jumped the shark, but it was also the moment that the franchise just had nothing more to give. Wesker’s
transformation was the equivalent of the kitchen sink. It’s why its future instalments suffered from a lack of focus, and why slightly worse
Resident Evil games are getting praised for going back to the roots. The modern Resident Evil is lost, not quite sure where to go from here, and
this exact moment was when they burnt the map.
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